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Senate District 31 Candidate Jeremy Miller Files for Office
Miller announces plan to restore fiscal responsibility to the State of Minnesota
Winona, Minn. – Jeremy Miller, the endorsed Republican candidate seeking the District 31 State Senate seat, filed for
office today at the Secretary of State’s office at the State Capitol. Upon filing for office, Miller traveled Senate District 31
unveiling his 3-point plan to restore fiscal responsibility to the State of Minnesota.
“Filing for office is the next step in our journey to restore fiscal responsibility and improve our economy,” said Miller,
who unveiled a 3-point plan to attack the budget deficit facing the 2011 legislature.
“Over the past year, I’ve had the opportunity to travel throughout Southeastern Minnesota listening to people’s
concerns and ideas and the issue most on their minds is out of control government spending,” Miller asserted. “It’s
because of this that I developed a 3-point plan to restore fiscal responsibility to the State of Minnesota.”
Miller believes that fiscal responsibility begins by putting people first, which is Miller’s first point in his 3-point plan.
Miller declared, “This election isn’t about me, and this election isn’t about being a Democrat, Republican, or
Independent. This election is about the people. I will listen and learn from the people of Southeastern Minnesota, and
together we will come up with solutions to solve Minnesota’s budget crisis.”
Second, to restore fiscal responsibility, legislators must reduce wasteful spending. Miller proposed, “We must reevaluate
what the true role of government is in our lives and prioritize accordingly. We need a full top to bottom review of the
state budget to help expose duplication and waste.” Miller emphasized, “Separating “wants” from “needs” and
prioritizing spending must be the focus of legislators’ efforts in 2011.”
Third, restoring fiscal responsibility means creating more jobs. Miller recommended, “We must create an economic
environment that promotes job growth and private sector development. This is best accomplished by lowering taxes,
reducing unnecessary regulations, and making Minnesota businesses more competitive. This will help our businesses
create jobs, increase spending, and invest more into our local communities. Promoting long-term economic
development will result in long-term growth and increased revenues for our state.”
“Now is the time to join together and make a difference,” Miller stated. “I look forward to listening and working
together with the people of District 31 to help make Southeastern Minnesota a better place to live, work, and raise a
family.”
Miller declared, “I remain strongly committed to making our government smaller and more efficient by putting people
first, restoring fiscal responsibility, and promoting private sector job growth.”
To learn more about Jeremy Miller, visit the Friends for Miller website www.friendsformiller.com or call 507-474-2562.
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